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BUILD
A Bee Condo



What You Need
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Make a Bee Condo:
‣ Recycled containers (one per student) with one end closed and one end 

open. For example,

- 1L yoghurt container, clear cylindrical take-out container, old coffee/
tea tins, 1L milk carton (top cut off), large can, takeout coffee cup... 

‣ Newspaper, scrap paper, old magazines (non-glossy) or used drinking 
straws

‣ Measuring tape or ruler

‣ Tape

‣ Scissors

‣ Pencil

‣ String, yarn or ribbon

‣ Decorating materials such as: paint, recycled tissue paper, ribbon, stickers, 
markers…

Pollen Pick-Up Relay:
‣ Bee costume items (1 per team), for example: antennae, wings or 

oversized, round sunglasses…

‣ Blossoms (e.g. paper cut-outs) for relay course

‣ Pollen (enough for 1 per player), for example: a felt cut-out or yellow 
kitchen sponge +/- velcro or double-sided tape on one side to improve 
stickiness. 

‣ Eggs/Larvae (enough for 1 per player), for example: a 
toy plastic egg, golf ball, play doh or plasticine… 

‣ Tube (1 per team) for “laying” eggs and depositing 
pollen, for example: a mailing tube for posters or 
cardboard rolled and taped into a tube with one end 
closed off...
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What Are Mason Bees?
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Did you know? Our lesser-known, local pollinator heroes, Mason bees, are 
solitary creatures? No roommates for these guys thank you very much. Mason 
bees, or also commonly known as Blue Orchard bees or Orchard Mason bees, 
are super-efficient pollinators and they need our help! The two main threats to 
these wonderful creatures are pesticide use and habitat loss. This activity 
addresses the latter.

Naturally, Mason bees build nests in long, narrow spaces like hollowed plant 
stems, tunnels excavated by beetles in logs or snags and in spaces between 
rocks. Once built, they lay several eggs, each in its own chamber, with walls 
made from mud or chewed leaves.

Building bee condos for solitary bees is an easy way to make a big difference in 
your school, home and community. Follow these simple steps to create some 
gorgeous, up-cycled bee homes!

Don’t be. “Male orchard bees don't have stingers, and — since they have 
no queen to protect and all of the females are fertile — they're 
not aggressive. It's still possible to get stung, though the sting is more akin to 
a mosquito bite than your average bee sting.” 
(www.parentmap.com, Keeping Mason Bees: 10 Expert Beekeeping Tips For Families)
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1. Trim, clean and decorate your outer vessel as you see fit (search Pinterest 
for inspiration!)

2. Measure the length of the vessel. Trim straws to be the correct length with 
scissors, or if using paper, create strips of the correct length and at least 15 
cm in width. You can use your pencil as a guide to roll your newspaper into 
hollow tubes (see picture) and the tape to fix them once rolled. “Plug” up 
one end of every tube by covering with tape. Fill the vessel with the tubes 
until completely full, plugged side at the back.

3. Using the string or yarn or ribbon, either create holes in the vessel to hang it 
by, or simply wrap string around a couple of times (see yellow house below) 
before leaving enough free string to hang from your desired height. 

4. Hang your condo in a warm, sunny spot in the spring, protected from harsh 
winds and rain. Also, ensure it’s within flying distance (100m) of multiple 
pollen sources, uncovered soil and water.

Sources: 
- Pinterest.com and Natural History Museum London, for photos
- Canadian Wildlife Federation, http://cwf-fcf.org and www.parentmap.com for content

Make A Bee Condo

http://cwf-fcf.org/
http://cwf-fcf.org/
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Activity: Pollen Pick-Up Relay

Outdoors or in, this fun activity will get your students moving to better 
understand what the flight of the mason bee might actually look like. 

Did you know? Without our pollinating bee friends, we wouldn’t have delicious 
crops like, apples, almonds, peaches, strawberries, chocolate, or (gasp!) 
coffee!? And this is just to name a few. It’s time to get to work. WE’RE ON 
POLLINATION PATROL, PEOPLE!

Important things to know to play the game:

• Mason bees like to haphazardly “dive right in” when visiting flowers. Making 
them exceptionally efficient at pollinating compared with honey bees (2-3 x 
more effective).

• Unlike honey bees, mason bees don’t have pollen baskets. Instead, they rely on 
their fuzzy bodies to pick up loads of pollen as they go from flower to flower. 

• Mason bees don’t make honey. They use the pollen they collect to feed 
themselves and their babies.

• Mason bees lay their eggs, or larvae, in tubes (just like you made for your bee 
condo!) They lay up to 8 eggs in each tube, and it looks (a bit) like this:

• You won’t find mason bees “waggling” to their peers when they get home from 
a hard day’s pollinating. They live alone - so what would be the point in that?

• Mason bees like native plants and flowers best. They, themselves are native 
after all! (unlike honey bees)

• Mason bee flying distance is around 100m. If you have the space, you might 
actually make this a feature of your relay!

Source: Mason Bees vs. Honey Bees, OklahomaGardening, youtube.com
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How to Play the Pollen Pick-Up Relay Game (solitary bee edition!):

1. Using an open space, set up a relay course that has “pollen” at one end, 
the students, “tubes” and “larvae” at the other, and the “blossoms” that 
they must race to, in between. We’d recommend using at least two 
blossoms to keep things interesting. It’s up to you if you have separate 
courses for each team, or if they’re racing on the same course.

2. Divide students into two (or more) teams, giving each 
team a bee-themed costume (e.g. antennae). 
Students will need to put this costume on when it’s 
their turn, before they can start the race. 

3. Once the student is costumed up, they can begin 
their journey to the blossoms (that were laid out in 
advance). We recommend setting some guidelines 
about what they need to do when they reach each 
blossom (e.g.  jump up an down on it three times, tap 
the blossom with both hands, sit down and stand up 
on it, or wheel in a loop around it, etc.)

4. Once they’ve successfully reached each blossom, they can make a “bee-
line” for the pollen! Each student picks up one pollen by sticking it to 
themselves some how. If things just aren’t sticking, they can use their 
elbows, chins or underarms to carry the pollen. In any case, if it drops, they 
need to start back at the blossom containing the pollen, before continuing 
on again.

5. Once the pollen is safely back at the starting point, students need to 
deposit it into the tube back at home base. One pollen + one egg needs to 
be safely tucked into the tube before the bee costume can be handed to 
the next player.

6. The game is complete when all the pollen has been deposited (safely) into 
the tube, along with the eggs.

Teacher Note: 

Although 
students are 
working in teams 
here, in reality, 
they would be in 
isolation... 
meaning every 
bee for 
themselves!
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Relay Modification Ideas:

You can also introduce different “obstacles” to make their journey all the 
more difficult. For example, the bees get disorientated due to increased: 
air pollution, destruction of habitat, or pesticide use in the garden. Add 
layers of complexity that are appropriate for your group (e.g. blindfolds 
over one eye, hop on one leg, wheel an extra loop around a blossom, 
etc.)

Let these modifications lead into your discussion about the decline in bee 
colonies and the importance of their protection.

You could also try a cooperative approach, and have one big team 
instead of two. Students can problem solve together to get the fastest time 
possible. Time-keeper recommended!

Relay Course Layout Example:
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Lesson Extensions
Field to Table Schools is our award winning food literacy program, bringing 
good food education to schools across Toronto. You wouldn’t believe how kids 

light up when they experience our hands-on activities, workshops, events and 
growing projects. From compost and gardening to cooking and tasting to food 

justice and serene nature connections, our workshops engage students from JK 
to Grade 12. 

All our workshops are tried-and-tested, with strong curriculum connections and 
open source, shareable resources for educators. Download, adapt and try 

them out with your class today! 

Visit www.foodshare.net/program/educator to see connections to this lesson 
plan and much more! 

Highlights include:
-Pollination 101 

-Bee anatomy dress-ups
-Waggle Dancing

-Pass The Pollen Game
...and much more!
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Ontario Curriculum 
Connections

Grade Subject Area Connections

4

Science & 
Technology

Understanding Life Systems – Habitats & Communities

Investigate the interdependence of plants and animals within specific 

habitats and communities. (O)

Demonstrate an understanding of habitats and communities and the 

relationships among the plants and animals that live in them. (O)

2.3 Use scientific inquiry/research skills to investigate ways in which 

plants and animals in a community depend on features of their 

habitat to meet important needs. (S)

2.4 Use appropriate science and technology vocabulary in oral 

and written communication. (S)

2.5 Use a variety of forms to communicate with different audiences 

and for a variety of purposes. (S)

3.1 Demonstrate an understanding of habitats as areas that 

provide plants and animals with the necessities of life. (S)

3.3 Identify factors that affect the ability of plants and animals to 

survive in a specific habitat. (S) 
4

Health & 
Physical 
Education

Active Living

Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of being physically 

active, and apply physical fitness concepts and practices that 

contribute to healthy, active living. (O)

Demonstrate responsibility for their own safety and the safety of others 

as they participate in physical activities. (O)

A1.1 Actively participate in a wide variety of program activities, 

according to their capabilities, while applying behaviours that 

enhance their readiness and ability to takepart (S)

A3.1 Demonstrate behaviours and apply procedures that maximize 

their safety and that of others during physical activity. (S)
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Grade Subject Area Connections

4

Health & 
Physical 
Education 
(continued)

Perform movement skills, demonstrating an understanding of the 

basic requirements of the skills and applying movement concepts 

as appropriate, as they engage in a variety of physical activities. 

(O)

B2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic components of 

physical activities, and apply this understanding as they participate 

in a variety of physical activities. (S)

5

Science & 
Technology

Understanding Structures and Mechanisms

Analyse social and environmental impacts of forces acting on 

structures and mechanisms. (O)

Investigate forces that act on structures and mechanisms. (O)

1.2 Evaluate the impact of society and the environment on 

structures and mechanisms, taking different perspectives into 

account, and suggest ways in which structures and mechanisms 

can be modified to best achieve social and environmental 

objectives. (S)

2.5 Use appropriate science and technology vocabulary in oral 

and written communication. (S)

5

Health & 
Physical 
Education 

Active Living

Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of being physically 

active, and apply physical fitness concepts and practices that 

contribute to healthy, active living. (O)

Demonstrate responsibility for their own safety and the safety of 

others as they participate in physical activities. (O)

A1.1 Actively participate in a wide variety of program activities, 

according to their capabilities, while applying behaviours that 

enhance their readiness and ability to take part (S)

A3.1 Demonstrate behaviours and apply procedures that maximize 

their safety and that of others during physical activity. (S)

Perform movement skills, demonstrating an understanding of the 

basic requirements of the skills and applying movement concepts 

as appropriate, as they engage in a variety of physical activities. (O)

B2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic components of 

physical activities, and apply this understanding as they participate 

in a variety of physical activities. (S)
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Grade Subject Area Connections

6

Science & 
Technology

Understanding Life Systems - Biodiversity

Assess human impacts on biodiversity, and identify ways of preserving 

biodiversity. (O)

Demonstrate an understanding of biodiversity, its contributions to the 

stability of natural systems, and its benefits to humans. (O)

1.1 Analyse a local issue related to biodiversity, taking different 

points of view into consideration, propose action that can be taken 

to preserve biodiversity, and act on the proposal. (S)

1.2 Assess the benefits that human societies derive from biodiversity 

and the problems that occur when biodiversity is diminished. (S)

2.4 Use appropriate science and technology vocabulary in oral 

and written communication. (S)

6

Health & 
Physical 
Education 

Active Living

Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of being physically 

active, and apply physical fitness concepts and practices that 

contribute to healthy, active living. (O)

Demonstrate responsibility for their own safety and the safety of 

others as they participate in physical activities. (O)

A1.1 Actively participate in a wide variety of program activities, 

according to their capabilities, while applying behaviours that 

enhance their readiness and ability to takepart (S)

A3.1 Demonstrate behaviours and apply procedures that maximize 

their safety and that of others during physical activity. (S)

Perform movement skills, demonstrating an understanding of the 

basic requirements of the skills and applying movement concepts 

as appropriate, as they engage in a variety of physical activities. (O)

B2.1 Demonstrate an understanding of the basic components of 

physical activities, and apply this understanding as they participate 

in a variety of physical activities. (S)


